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Cancers tend toCancers tend to 
cluster in familiescluster in families

1 8x RISK1.8 RISK

Breast cancer



Most of this familial clustering is inherited 
(rather than shared environment)(rather than shared environment)

What are the genes?

How can we use this information?How can we use this information?



High-risk familiesHigh-risk families
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BRCA1, BRCA2 : rare mutations  1 : 500
up to 80% lifetiime risk, but <5% of breast cancer

Risk prediction; mechanism new treatmentRisk prediction; mechanism       new treatment



The effects of common
genetic variation

Differences in susceptibility throughp y g
normal genetic variation

S ll i t f i di id l i kSmall increments of individual risk

Affect entire populationAffect entire population

Can’t track down like BRCA1/2 : use 
genome-wide association studies 
(GWAS)



‘Association studies’ to search for common 
ti i t th t b tgenetic variants that cause breast cancer

common variant, common disease

Time

SNP

Present day population

Test : frequency of breast cancer in women with the variant vs without



Technology makes gene 
searches possible

• Platforms for genotyping of 100,000x SNPs
testing most known common variation

• Type SNPs in large case-control studies
(1000s of cases and controls)



Discovery of common genetic variantsDiscovery of common genetic variants
2006

Explosion of informationExplosion of information
>300 genes 
>80 diseases/traits>80 diseases/traits

New results every month



TIMESONLINE
Genetic breakthrough brings cure

TIMESONLINE
September 7, 2009

g g
for Alzheimer’s a step closer

Inflammation seen in the brains of Alzheimer’s

(Science Photo Library)

Inflammation seen in the brains of Alzheimer s
sufferers was thought to be a secondary effect of the
disease.  The new findings suggest that it might 
actually be a primary cause



Discovery of common genetic variantsDiscovery of common genetic variants
2006

Explosion of information Great promiseExplosion of information
>300 genes 
>80 diseases/traits

Great promise
new mechanisms
new prevention>80 diseases/traits new prevention
new indicators of risk

New results every month

Implications for whole population 



Or is it hype?
One gene will not reveal all life's secret
Our approach to genetic research is costly and misguided suggests Steve Jones

yp
Our approach to genetic research is costly and misguided, suggests Steve Jones.

By Steve Jones 
Last Updated: 8:39AM BST 21 Apr 2009

It's not done to kill the goose that lays the golden 
eggs, nor to bite the hand that feeds you – nor, in my 
own profession, to criticise the research programme 
of the Wellcome Trust, an enormously rich charity 
that paid much of the bill to read the message written 
in human DNA. Not done, perhaps, but a pack of 
renegade biologists has turned on that source of 
nutrition to claim that what it is doing is welcome butnutrition to claim that what it is doing is welcome, but 
plain wrong.

DNA research is costly, and not necessarily effective Photo: Getty



DisenchantmentDisenchantment
Genes hard to findGenes hard to find

Small effects

How useful?
h t ill th t ll b t h i ?what will they tell about mechanism?

what will be the clinical use?

should we look at all?s ou d e oo at a



What progress in the search?What progress in the search?

BRCA1; 2
etc

Familial clustering
~2x~2x

? ?

Breast                        Prostate



A ‘tail’ of weak effectsA tail  of weak effects 
(or very rare ones)( y )

Si fSize of
effect

Can’t find these

Gene variants



Breast cancer top 5 genes :
th ff t it llthe effects are quite small

Risk Attributable % of totalRisk                  Attributable        % of total
Frequency             per copy                     risk            risk explained

(1)        (2)
Gene locus

FGFR2 38% 1.23 1.63 16% 2%

TNRC9 25% 1.23 1.39 10% 0.9%

MAP3KI 28% 1.13 1.27 9% 0.5%

8q 40% 1.06 1.18 4% 0.1%

LSP1 30% 1.06 1.17 4% 0.1%

3.6%

FGFR2 lifetime breast cancer risk
general popln 9.7%           1 copy 10.2%             2 copies 13.4%



MechanismMechanism

Almost all seem to be ‘new’ genes

Mostly the variation is subtle change in level ofMostly the variation is subtle change in level of 
gene activity, not (as in BRCA1, 2) damage to the 
genegene

( b bl )(probably …..)
Altered control inside the cell and between cells



Promise?Promise?
BRCA1 : 15 years from discovery to tests of new treatment

New information about disease mechanism and new 
treatment targets in 5-10 yearsg y

New information about interplay of genes and environmentNew information about interplay of genes and environment

BUT Must understand how many small effects combineBUT Must understand how many small effects combine

Must collect large sets of patients with lifestyle/g p y
environment information



Potential clinical use

Prevention

Screeningg

more difficult



The concept of attributable fraction

BRCA1/2 FGFR2

“My risk”                                                            “Public health interest”



Prevention : by reducing activity of 
variant FGFR2 gene

FGFR2 variant has increased activity.
If reduce to ‘normal’ should eliminate 16% of breast cancer 

BUT :

61% of omen- 61% of women
- maybe from young age

small individual benefit- small individual benefit
- unknown side effects
- no short-term measure of effectno short term measure of effect

Statins : drugs that target the activity of a single geneStatins : drugs that target the activity of a single gene  
reduced activity    lower cholesterol    reduce heart disease 



ChallengeChallenge
How to target mechanism of geneticHow to target mechanism of genetic 

variant over many years

But consistent with small benefit toBut consistent with small benefit to 
individual



Possible approach (speculation!)
Gene networks

Possible approach (speculation!)
Susceptibility

Allele 1

Gene networks

Susceptibility
Allele 2

S tibilit
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Estimates of risk : target 
i d iprevention and screening

individual risks

‘public health’ riskspublic health  risks



Implications of multiple-gene modelImplications of multiple gene model

Distribution of risk Width?
in population

How many of the genes
can be found?can be found?

Risk‘Hand of cards’



Risks of breast cancer across the 
whole population

CasesPopulation

0 01 0 10 1 00 10 00 100 000.01 0.10 1.00 10.00 100.00

Relative risk



Individual risksIndividual risks
Breast cancer : cumulative risk with age
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Will genetic risks (and common variants)Will genetic risks (and common variants)
ever be useful?

Most of the ‘risk’ group

Many cancers
will occur outside

the ‘risk’ group Most of the risk  group 
will still not get cancer

the risk  group

BUT : what is clinically ‘useful’ depends on the decision
eg mastectomy; trial of preventive medicine;eg mastectomy;  trial of preventive medicine;   
age at mammography; PSA testing



Genetic prediction of individual risksGenetic prediction of individual risks
Medical decisions usually involve risk/benefitMedical decisions usually involve risk/benefit

Different contexts; different individual perceptions :
no clear criterion of utility- no clear criterion of utility

Way forward:

Identify risk/benefit decisions where test may help

First define likely benefit (eg  deaths)

Then address social/ethical/economic issuesThen address social/ethical/economic issues

Some people already buy tests - ensure regulation,
information educationinformation, education



Risk classification of groups within population
“ bli h lth” i“public health” view

Whole populationWhole population

age family historyage, family history, 
clinical features, exposures

?genes?

Subgroups at differing risk

Cost/benefit for screening Detection/preventionCost/benefit for screening
Mammography

PSA
C l

Detection/prevention
research studies

N b fColonoscopy Number of cases
Motivation



NHS b t iNHS breast cancer screening

10 i k 2 3%10 year risk 2.3%

Don’t screen                  Screen

50                           age



Breast cancer screeningBreast cancer screening

Gene variants plus other factors 
might in principle re-classify 

groups for more efficient
screening 

10% Average 90%10%           Average              90%

(1.9%)   62             50            43      age at 2.3% 10 year risk

(1.4%)   62             50            41      genes + other known factors



Wh t t?What next?

More gene discovery  - especially rare variantsg y p y

Understand mechanisms

St t thi ki b t li ti t i kStart thinking about applications to risk



A new approachA new approach
New mind set: screening and prevention matchedNew mind set:  screening and prevention matched    

to individual

Not there yet:  but time to start thinking

Complex issues

h t b fit diffi lt t di l l t- how to prove benefit : difficult studies, many people, long term

meanwhile tests already marketed- meanwhile tests already marketed

- public, and medical and political understandingpublic, and medical and political understanding

- ethical, social and economic aspects





Long term impactLong term impact
Advances in understanding mechanisms of diseaseAdvances in understanding mechanisms of disease 

Interactions with lifestyle and environmentte act o s t esty e a d e o e t

Estimates of individual risk
prevention, screening
possible ‘early life’ testing for risks of multiple diseases

predict side-effects of drugs, radiation

But also - prediction of anything else with a genetic influence
t b b fi i l- may not be beneficial



Wh t t?What next?
More gene discovery  - especially rare variants

Understand mechanisms

Start thinking about applications to risk
how will we use the information?
how to design trials to evaluate benefit?
ethical/social/legal - eg insurancce

education - probability and riskp y



FutureFuture
Gene discovery better discriminate riskGene, discovery better discriminate risk

insight into mechanism
common rarecommon, rare

Clinical applicationspp
- define situations where risk benefit balance is critical -

for individual or for public health
- estimate possible benefits of gene testing
- estimate economic, social, ethical etc issues; education
- think now about how to design studies to evaluate



Technology makes gene 
searches possible

• Platforms for genotyping of 100,000x SNPs
tagging most known common variation

• Type SNPs in large case-control studies
(1000s of cases and controls)



Discovery of common genetic variantsDiscovery of common genetic variants
2006

Explosion of information Great promiseExplosion of information
>300 genes 
>80 diseases/traits

Great promise
new mechanisms
new prevention>80 diseases/traits new prevention
new indicators of risk

New results every month

Implications for whole population 


